## Capstone Project Rubric - Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard / Score:</th>
<th>1 - Beginning</th>
<th>2 - Progressing</th>
<th>3 - Proficient</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Leaders use technology to **communicate** and **collaborate**. | • Uses technology to minimally share own ideas  
• Does not respond to others ideas | • Uses technology to share ideas  
• Responds to others from own perspective | • Uses technology to share ideas that encourage discussion  
• Creates connections between their ideas and the ideas of others | • Uses technology to clearly communicate ideas and suggests points of discussion  
• Creates deep connections between ideas that promote further discussion |
| Score:___________  
(T1) | | | | |
| Leaders use technology to **gather, analyze** and **synthesize** information. | • Uses technology to gather information  
• Demonstrates minimal understanding of information  
• Shows minimal new learning from information | • Uses technology to gather information  
• Demonstrates an understanding of the information gathered  
• Draws minimal conclusions based on information | • Uses technology to gather information  
• Demonstrates an understanding of the information gathered  
• Draws conclusions based on the information gathered | • Uses technology to gather **first hand sources of** information  
• Demonstrates deeper understanding of the information gathered  
• Draws new conclusions based on synthesis of information and prior knowledge |
| Score:___________  
(T2) | | | | |
| Leaders practice **ethical** behaviors when using technology. | • Gives minimal credit to sources of information  
• Gives minimal credit to sources of multimedia  
• Does not use sources approved for re-use or appropriately licensed | • Gives credit to sources of information  
• Gives credit to sources of multimedia  
• Uses some sources that are not approved for re-use or appropriately licensed | • Gives correctly formatted credit to sources of information  
• Gives correctly formatted credit to sources of multimedia  
• Uses only sources that are approved for re-use or appropriately licensed | • Gives correctly formatted credit to all sources of information  
• Gives correctly formatted credit to all sources of multimedia  
• Uses only sources that are approved for re-use or appropriately licensed and can verify reliability of information |
| Score:___________  
(T3) | | | | |

For the purpose of report cards, **Beginning** scores shall be considered a 1: Not Meeting the Standard, **Progressing** scores shall be considered a 2: Progressing Toward the Standard, and **Proficient / Advanced** scores shall be considered a 3: Meeting the Standard.
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